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This collection opens with an inquiry into the assumptions and methods of the historical study of culture, comparing the
new cultural history with the old. Thirteen essays follow, each defining a problem within a particular culture. In the first
section, Biography and Autobiography, three scholars explore historically changing types of self-conception, each
reflecting larger cultural meanings; essays included examine Italian Renaissance biographers and the autobiographies of
Benjamin Franklin and Mohandas Gandhi. A second group of contributors explore problems raised by the writing of
history itself, especially as it relates to a notion of culture. Here examples are drawn from the writings of Thucydides,
Jacob Burckhardt, and the art historians Alois Riegl and Josef Strzygowski. In the third section, Politics, Nationalism, and
Culture, the essays explore relationships between cultural creativity and national identity, with case studies focusing on
the Holy Roman Emperor Maximilian I, the place of Castile within the national history of Spain, and the impact of World
War I on work of Thomas Mann. The final section, Cultural Translation, raises the complex questions of cultural influence
and the transmission of traditions over time through studies of Philo of Alexandria's interpretation of the Hebrew Bible,
Erasmus' use of Socrates, Jean Bodin's conception of Roman law, and adaptations of the Hebrew Bible for American
children.
These essays provide a critical investigation of football cultures, examining local and national impacts of the game's new
millennial order over five continents.
This lively reader traces the search for American tradition and national identity through folklore and folklife from the 19th
century to the present. Through an engaging set of essays, Folk Nation shows how American thinkers and leaders have
used folklore to express the meaning of their country. Simon Bronner has carefully selected statements by public
intellectuals and popular writers as well as by scholars, all chosen for their readability and significance as provocative
texts during their time. The common thread running throughout is the value of folklore in expressing or denying an
American national tradition. This text raises timely issues about the character of American culture and the direction of
American society. The essays show the development of views of American nationalism, multiculturalism, and
commercialism. Provocative topics include debates over the relationship between popular culture and folk culture, the
uniqueness of an American literature and arts based on folk sources, the fabrication of folk heroes such as Pecos Bill and
Paul Bunyan as propaganda for patriotism and nationalism, the romanticizations of vernacular culture by popularizers
such as Walt Disney and Ben Botkin, the use of folklore for ethnocentric purposes, and the political deployment of
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folklore by conservatives as emblems of 'traditional values' and civil virtues and by liberals as emblems of
multiculturalism and tolerance of alternative lifestyles. The book also traces the controversy over who conveyed the myth
of 'America.' Was it the nation's poets and artists, its academics, its politicians and leaders, its communities and local
educational institutions, its theme parks and festivals, its movie moguls and entertainers? Folk Nation shows how the
process of defining the American mystique through folklore was at the core of debates among writers and thinkers about
the value of Davey Crockett, John Henry, quilts, cowboys, and immigrants as symbols of America.
"Creatively extends Bakhtin's ideas into such hitherto-neglected spheres as the mass media and film theory ... An
imaginative and productive addition to the burgeoning literature on Mikhail Bakhtin."--Theory, Culture, and Society
An accessible, balanced undergraduate textbook on anthropological theory. Jerry D. Moore's Visions of Culture presents
students with a brief, readable treatment of theoretical developments in the field from the days of Tylor and Morgan
through contemporary postmodernists and cultural materialists. An ideal book for classes on the theory or the history of
anthropology.
This book is a useful reference in the field of urbanism. It explains how the contemporary city and landscape have been
shaped by certain twentieth century visions that have carried over into the twenty-first century. Aimed at both students
and professionals, this collection of essays on diverse subjects and cases does not attempt to establish universal
interpretations; it rather highlights some outstanding episodes that help us understand why the planning culture has given
way to other forms of urbanism, from urban design to strategic urbanism or landscape urbanism. Compared with global
interpretations of urbanism based on socioeconomic history or architectural historiography, Urban Visions. From Planning
Culture to Landscape Urbanism, aims to present the discipline couched in international contemporary debate and adopt a
historic and comparative perspective. The book’s contents pertain equally to other related disciplines, such as
architecture, urban history, urban design, landscape architecture and geography. Foreword by Rafael Moneo.
Embodied Visions presents a groundbreaking analysis of film through the lens of bioculturalism, revealing how human
biology as well as human culture determine how films are made and experienced. Throughout his study, Torben Grodal
uses the breakthroughs of modern brain science to explain central features of film aesthetics and to construct a general
model of aesthetic experience-what he terms the PECMA flow model-that demonstrates the movement of information
and emotions in the brain when viewing film. Examining a wide array of genres-animation, romance, pornography,
fantasy, horror-from evolutionary and psychological perspectives, Grodal also reflects on social issues at the intersection
of film theory and neuropsychology. These include moral problems in film viewing, how we experience realism and
character identification, and the value of the subjective forms that cinema uniquely elaborates.
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George Landow's widely acclaimed Hypertext was the first book to bring together the worlds of literary theory and
computer technology to explore the implications of giving readers instant, easy access to a virtual library of sources as
well as unprecedented control of what and how they read. In hypermedia, Landow saw in a strikingly literal embodiment
of many major points of contemporary literary theory, particularly Derrida's idea of "de-centering" and Barthes's
conception of the "readerly" versus "writerly" text. "Landow['s]... presentation is measured, experiential, lucid, moderate,
and sensible. He merely points out that the concept 'hypertext' lets us test some concepts associated with critical theory,
and gracefully shows how the technology is contributing to reconfigurations of text, author, narrative, and (literary)
education." -- Post Modern Culture, reviewing the first edition
For as long as people have developed new technologies, there has been debate over the purposes, shape, and potential
for their use. In this exciting collection, a range of contributors, including Sherry Turkle, Lynn Spigel, John Perry Barlow,
Langdon Winner, David Nye, and Lord Asa Briggs, discuss the visions that have shaped "new" technologies and the
cultural implications of technological adaptation. Focusing on issues such as the nature of prediction, community,
citizenship, consumption, and the nation, as well as the metaphors that have shaped public debates about technology,
the authors examine innovations past and present, from the telegraph and the portable television to the Internet, to better
understand how our visions and imagination have shaped the meaning and use of technology. Author note: Marita
Sturken is Associate Professor in the Annenberg School for Communication at the University of Southern California and
the author of Tangled Memories: The Vietnam War, the AIDS Epidemic, and the Politics of Remembering and Practices
of Looking: An Introduction to Visual Culture (with Lisa Cartwright). Douglas Thomas is Associate Professor in the
Annenberg School for Communication at the University of Southern California. He is author of three books, most recently
Hacker Culture. Sandra Ball-Rokeach is a Professor and Director of the Communication Technology and Community
Program in the Annenberg School for Communication at the University of Southern California. She is author of several
books, including Theories of Mass Communication (with M. L. De Fleur).
Again, Dangerous Visions: Essays in Cultural Materialism brings together twenty-six essays charting the development of Andrew
Milner’s distinctively Orwellian version of cultural materialism.
In Unsettled Visions, the activist, curator, and scholar Margo Machida presents a pioneering, in-depth exploration of contemporary
Asian American visual art. Machida focuses on works produced during the watershed 1990s, when surging Asian immigration had
significantly altered the demographic, cultural, and political contours of Asian America, and a renaissance in Asian American art
and visual culture was well underway. Machida conducted extensive interviews with ten artists working during this transformative
period: women and men of Chinese, Filipino, Indian, Vietnamese, Korean, and Japanese descent, most of whom migrated to the
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United States. In dialogue with the artists, Machida illuminates and contextualizes the origins of and intent behind bodies of their
work. Unsettled Visions is an engrossing look at a vital art scene and a subtle account of the multiple, shifting meanings of
“Asianness” in Asian American art. Analyses of the work of individual artists are grouped around three major themes that Asian
American artists engaged with during the 1990s: representations of the Other; social memory and trauma; and migration, diaspora,
and sense of place. Machida considers the work of the photographers Pipo Nguyen-duy and Hanh Thi Pham, the printmaker and
sculptor Zarina Hashmi, and installations by the artists Tomie Arai, Ming Fay, and Yong Soon Min. She examines the work of
Marlon Fuentes, whose films and photographs play with the stereotyping conventions of visual anthropology, and prints in which
Allan deSouza addresses the persistence of Orientalism in American popular culture. Machida reflects on Kristine Aono’s
museum installations embodying the multigenerational effects of the internment of Japanese Americans during World War II and
on Y. David Chung’s representations of urban spaces transformed by migration in works ranging from large-scale charcoal
drawings to multimedia installations and an “electronic rap opera.”
Recent natural as well as man-made cataclysmic events have dramatically changed the status quo of contemporary Japanese
society, and following the Asia-Pacific war’s never-ending ‘postwar’ period, Japan has been dramatically forced into a zeitgeist of
saigo or ‘post-disaster.’ This radically new worldview has significantly altered the socio-political as well as literary perception of
one of the world’s potential superpowers, and in this book the contributors closely examine how Japan’s new paradigm of
precarious existence is expressed through a variety of pop-cultural as well as literary media. Addressing the transition from postwar to post-disaster literature, this book examines the rise of precarity consciousness in Japanese socio-cultural discourse. The
chapters investigate the extent to which we can talk about the emergence of a new literary paradigm of precarity in the world of
Japanese popular culture. Through careful examination of a variety of contemporary texts ranging from literature, manga, anime,
television drama and film this study offers an interpretation of the many dissonant voices in Japanese society. The contributors
also outline the related social issues in Japanese society and culture, providing a comprehensive overview of the global trends that
link Japan with the rest of the world. Visions of Precarity in Japanese Popular Culture and Literature will be of great interest to
students and scholars of contemporary Japan, Japanese culture and society, popular culture and social and cultural history.
"It almost goes without saying that a new book by Michael Riffaterre is an important book... and Fictional Truth does not
disappoint... Essential reading for everyone interested in the way narrative works."-- Modern Fiction Studies. "There is no doubt
that this book is indispensable not only for critics and students of the novel but for anyone who has considered the paradox of
fictional truth.'"-- Queen's Quarterly.
The sixth edition of this bestselling text offers a concise history of anthropological theory from antiquity to the twenty-first century,
with new and significantly revised sections that reflect the current state of the field.
Jonathan Crary's Techniques of the Observer provides a dramatically new perspective on the visual culture of the nineteenth
century, reassessing problems of both visual modernism and social modernity. This analysis of the historical formation of the
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observer is a compelling account of the prehistory of the society of the spectacle. In Techniques of the Observer Jonathan Crary
provides a dramatically new perspective on the visual culture of the nineteenth century, reassessing problems of both visual
modernism and social modernity. Inverting conventional approaches, Crary considers the problem of visuality not through the
study of art works and images, but by analyzing the historical construction of the observer. He insists that the problems of vision
are inseparable from the operation of social power and examines how, beginning in the 1820s, the observer became the site of
new discourses and practices that situated vision within the body as a physiological event. Alongside the sudden appearance of
physiological optics, Crary points out, theories and models of "subjective vision" were developed that gave the observer a new
autonomy and productivity while simultaneously allowing new forms of control and standardization of vision. Crary examines a
range of diverse work in philosophy, in the empirical sciences, and in the elements of an emerging mass visual culture. He
discusses at length the significance of optical apparatuses such as the stereoscope and of precinematic devices, detailing how
they were the product of new physiological knowledge. He also shows how these forms of mass culture, usually labeled as
"realist," were in fact based on abstract models of vision, and he suggests that mimetic or perspectival notions of vision and
representation were initially abandoned in the first half of the nineteenth century within a variety of powerful institutions and
discourses, well before the modernist painting of the 1870s and 1880s.
Essays on orientalism in American and European cinema
"The three worlds theory is perhaps still the basis for our dominant assumptions about geopolitical and geocultural order," writes
Frederick Buell, "but its hold on our imagination and faith is passing fast. In its place, a startlingly different model—the notion that
the world is somehow interconnected into a single system—has emerged, expressing the perception that global relationships
constitute not three separate worlds but a single network." In the wake of disillusionment with anticolonial nationalism, and in
response to a wide variety of economic, political, demographic, and technological changes, Buell argues, we have come
increasingly to view the world as complexly interconnected. In National Culture and the New Global System he considers how the
notion of national culture has been conceived—and reconceived—in the postwar period. For much of the period, the "three world"
theory provided economic, political, and cultural models for mapping a world of nation-states. More recently, new notions of
interconnectedness have been developed, ones that have had profound—and sometimes startling—effects on cultural production
and theory. Surveying recent cultural history and theory, Buell shows how our understanding of cultural production relates closely
to transformations in models of the world order.
Taking the example of France between the Enlightenment and the Second World War and focusing especially on the connection
between social theories and political projects, this book provides an original analysis of French scholarly debates on the nature of
society.

In recent years, the recognition of Gilles Deleuze as one of the major philosophers of the twentieth century has
heightened attention to his brilliant and complex writings on film. What is the place of Cinema 1 and Cinema 2 in the
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corpus of his philosophy? How and why does Deleuze consider cinema as a singular object of philosophical attention, a
specific mode of thought? How does his philosophy of film combine and further his approaches to time, movement, and
perception, and how does it produce an escape from subjectivity and a plunge into the immanence of images? How does
it recode and utilize Henri Bergson's thought and André Bazin's film theory? What does it tell us about perceiving a world
in images—indeed about our relation to the world? These are the central questions addressed in Paola Marrati's powerful
and clear elucidation of Deleuze's philosophy of film. Humanities, film studies, and social science scholars will find this
book a valuable contribution to the philosophical literature on cinema and its pertinence in contemporary life.
Yoshinobu Hakutani traces the development of African American modernism, which initially gathered momentum with
Richard Wright's literary manifesto "Blueprint for Negro Writing" in 1937. Hakutani dissects and discusses the crosscultural influences on the then-burgeoning discipline in three stages: American dialogues, European and African cultural
visions, and Asian and African American cross-cultural visions.
Made to be Seen brings together leading scholars of visual anthropology to examine the historical development of this
multifaceted and growing field. Expanding the definition of visual anthropology beyond more limited notions, the
contributors to Made to be Seen reflect on the role of the visual in all areas of life. Different essays critically examine a
range of topics: art, dress and body adornment, photography, the built environment, digital forms of visual anthropology,
indigenous media, the body as a cultural phenomenon, the relationship between experimental and ethnographic film, and
more. The first attempt to present a comprehensive overview of the many aspects of an anthropological approach to the
study of visual and pictorial culture, Made to be Seen will be the standard reference on the subject for years to come.
Students and scholars in anthropology, sociology, visual studies, and cultural studies will greatly benefit from this
pioneering look at the way the visual is inextricably threaded through most, if not all, areas of human activity.
Plastic Madonnas, packaged holy tours, and biblical theme parks can arouse discomfort, laughter, and even revulsion in
religious believers and nonbelievers alike. Scholars, too, often see the intermingling of religion and commerce as a
corruption of true spirituality. Suzanne K. Kaufman challenges these assumptions in her examination of the Lourdes
pilgrimage in late nineteenth-century France. Consuming Visions offers new ways to interpret material forms of worship,
female piety, and modern commercial culture. Kaufman argues that the melding of traditional pilgrimage activities with a
newly developing mass culture produced fresh expressions of popular faith. For the devout women of humble origins who
flocked to the shrine, this intensely exciting commercialized worship offered unprecedented opportunities to connect with
the sacred and express their faith in God. New devotional activities at Lourdes transformed the act of pilgrimage: the train
became a moving chapel, and popular entertainments such as wax museums offered vivid recreations of visionary
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events. Using the press and the strategies of a new advertising industry to bring a mass audience to Lourdes, Church
authorities remade centuries-old practices of miraculous healing into a modern public spectacle. These innovations made
Lourdes one of the most visited holy sites in Catholic Europe. Yet mass pilgrimage also created problems. The
development of Lourdes, while making religious practice more democratically accessible, touched off fierce conflicts over
the rituals and entertainments provided by the shrine. These conflicts between believers and secularists played out in
press scandals across the European continent. By taking the shrine seriously as a site of mass culture, Kaufman not only
breaks down the opposition between sacred and profane but also deepens our understanding of commercialized religion
as a fundamental feature of modernity itself.
In The Senses of Modernism, Sara Danius develops a radically new theoretical and historical understanding of high
modernism. The author closely analyzes Thomas Mann's The Magic Mountain, Marcel Proust's Remembrance of Things
Past, and James Joyce's Ulysses as narratives of the sweeping changes that affected high and low culture in the age of
technological reproduction. In her discussion of the years from 1880 to 1930, Danius proposes that the high-modernist
aesthetic is inseparable from a technologically mediated crisis of the senses. She reveals the ways in which categories of
perceiving and knowing are realigned when technological devices are capable of reproducing sense data. Sparked by
innovations such as chronophotography, phonography, radiography, cinematography, and technologies of speed, this
sudden shift in perceptual abilities had an effect on all arts of the time. Danius explores how perception, notably sight and
hearing, is staged in the three most significant modern novels in German, French, and British literature. The Senses of
Modernism connects technological change and formal innovation to transform the study of modernist aesthetics. Danius
questions the longstanding acceptance of a binary relationship between high and low culture and describes the
complicated relationship between modernism and technology, challenging the conceptual divide between a technological
culture and a more properly aesthetic one.
Rape Culture and Spiritual Violence examines sexual violence against women, how religion and society contribute to a
rape culture, and the extreme suffering endured by rape victims as a result. Using the testimony of women who have
experienced both rape and the consequences of rape culture—from a range of religious, cultural, ethnic, and social
contexts—the book explores both the suffering and healing of rape victims from World War II to today. Among the issues
considered are victim invisibility, the inability to express pain, and the tendency to assume shame and self-blame. The
study examines the role of society in shaping and reinforcing these responses, contributing to traumas that can lead to
spiritual death. The book also explores possibilities for multiple spiritual resurrections within the practice of daily life,
encouraging both individual healing and social change.
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"While modernists are currently so mired in the question of who did what to whom during World War II that they have lost
a sense of intellectual urgency, the study of medieval literature and culture has never been more alive or at a more
interestingly innovative stage." -- from the Introduction Medievalism and the Modernist Temper brings major and
outstanding younger medievalists into confrontation with the notion of medievalism itself in order to chart the directions
the field has taken in the past and may take in the future. The collection not only explores modern conceptions of cultural
patterns in the Middle Ages but also makes a significant contribution to the wider field of sociology of knowledge in the
humanities. In its largest sense, it is a study of the institution of modern scholarship, using medieval literature as a focus.
Contributors are R. Howard Bloch, Alain Boureau, E. Jane Burns, Michael Camille, Alain Corbellari, John M. Ganim, John
M. Graham, Hans Ulrich Gumbrecht, Suzanne Fleischman, David Hult, Carl Landauer, Seth Lerer, Stephen G. Nichols,
Per Nykrog, and Jeffrey M. Peck. "This highly original, polemical and paradigm-shifting book challenges academics to
look more closely at the ideological foundations of the very disciplines we practice. Perhaps its most extraordinary
contribution to literary studies as a whole (and it emerges with luminous clarity from the editors' Introduction) is to offer a
new, historicized means of reviving what was once known as 'source studies.'" -- Jody Enders, University of California,
Santa Barbara
A significant work by one of anthropology's most important scholars, this book provides an introduction to the Chiapas
Mayan community of Mexico, better known for their role in the Zapatista Rebellion.
This collection is an interdisciplinary edited volume that examines the circulation of Darwinian ideas in the Atlantic space
as they impacted systems of Western thought and culture. Specifically, the book explores the influence of the principle
tenets of Darwinism -- such as the theory of evolution, the ape-man theory of human origins, and the principle of sexual
selection -- on established transatlantic intellectual traditions and cultural practices. In doing so, it pays particular
attention to how Darwinism reconfigured discourses on race, gender, and sexuality in a transnational context. Covering
the period from the publication of The Origin of Species (1859) to 1933, when the Nazis (National Socialist Party) took
power in Germany, the essays demonstrate the dissemination of Darwinian thought in the Western world in an
unprecedented commerce of ideas not seen since the Protestant Reformation. Learned societies, literary groups,
lyceums, and churches among other sites for public discourse sponsored lectures on the implications of Darwin’s theory
of evolution for understanding the very ontological codes by which individuals ordered and made sense of their lives.
Collectively, these gatherings reflected and constituted what the contributing scholars to this volume view as the
discursive power of the cultural politics of Darwinism.
This revised textbook provides students with a first exposure to the growing field of medical anthropology. The narrative is guided
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by unifying themes. First, medical anthropology is actively engaged in helping to address pressing health problems around the
globe through research, intervention, and policy-related initiatives. Second, illness and disease cannot be fully understood or
effectively addressed by treating them solely as biological in nature; rather, health problems involve complex biosocial processes
and resolving them requires attention to range of factors including systems of belief, structures of social relationship, and
environmental conditions. Third, through an examination of health inequalities on the one hand and environmental degradation
and environment-related illness on the other, the book underlines the need for going beyond cultural or even ecological models of
health toward a comprehensive medical anthropology. The authors show that a medical anthropology that integrates biological,
cultural, and social factors to truly understand the origin of ill health will contribute to more effective and equitable health care
systems.
Visions of CultureAn Introduction to Anthropological Theories and TheoristsRowman Altamira
Advances in technology allow us to see the invisible: fetal heartbeats, seismic activity, cell mutations, virtual space. Yet in an age
when experience is so intensely mediated by visual records, the centuries-old realization that knowledge gained through sight is
inherently fallible takes on troubling new dimensions. This book considers the ways in which seeing, over time, has become the
foundation for knowing (or at least for what we think we know). A. Joan Saab examines the scientific and socially constructed
aspects of seeing in order to delineate a genealogy of visuality from the Renaissance to the present, demonstrating that what we
see and how we see it are often historically situated and culturally constructed. Through a series of linked case studies that
highlight moments of seeming disconnect between seeing and believing—hoaxes, miracles, spirit paintings, manipulated
photographs, and holograms, to name just a few—she interrogates the relationship between “visions” and visuality. This focus on
the strange and the wonderful in understanding changing notions of visions and visual culture is a compelling entry point into the
increasingly urgent topic of technologically enhanced representations of reality. Accessibly written and thoroughly enlightening,
Objects of Vision is a concise history of the connections between seeing and knowing that will appeal to students and teachers of
visual studies and sensory, social, and cultural history.
In the era of the Anthropocene, artists and scientists are facing a new paradigm in their attempts to represent nature. Seven
chapters, which focus on art from 1780 to the present that engages with Nordic landscapes, argue that a number of artists in this
period work in the intersection between art, science, and media technologies to examine the human impact on these landscapes
and question the blurred boundaries between nature and the human. Canadian artists such as Lawren Harris and Geronimo Inutiq
are considered alongside artists from Scandinavia and Iceland such as J.C. Dahl, Eija-Liisa Ahtila, Toril Johannessen, and Björk.
Visions of Culture: A Reader, Second Edition, is an anthology of articles about anthropological theorists.
All of the essays are by authors whose sociological vision has had a profound impact on our culture.
A compelling study that charts the influence of Indigenous thinkers on Franz Boas, the founder of modern anthropology In 1911,
the publication of Franz Boas’s The Mind of Primitive Man challenged widely held claims about race and intelligence that justified
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violence and inequality. Now, a group of leading scholars examines how this groundbreaking work hinged on relationships with a
global circle of Indigenous thinkers who used Boasian anthropology as a medium for their ideas. Contributors also examine how
Boasian thought intersected with the work of major modernist figures, demonstrating how ideas of diversity and identity sprang
from colonization and empire.
Underwater Worlds throws open a new area in the emerging field of “blue” environmental humanities by exploring how
subaqueous environments have been imagined and represented across cultures and media. The collection pursues this theme
through various disciplinary perspectives and methodologies, including history, literary and film criticism, myth studies, legal
studies and the history of art. The essays suggest that, since the nineteenth century, technologies of underwater exploration have
generated novel sensory experiences that have destabilized conventional modes of representation and influenced new aesthetic
forms from fiction and television to virtual reality. The collection also examines how representations of underwater environments
have reflected and critiqued humans’ relationships with marine ecology and life-forms. It reflects on the deeper cultural and
symbolic resonances of mythical figures such as mermaids, sea monsters and the ghosts of drowned seafarers. The contributions
further reveal myriad political, ideological, gendered and racial dimensions of representing underwater environments.
This overview of the history of anthropological theory provides a comprehensive history from antiquity through to the twenty-first
century, with a focus on the twentieth century and beyond. Unlike other volumes, it also offers a four-field introduction to theory. As
a stand-alone text, or used in conjunction with the companion volume Readings for a History of Anthropological Theory, Erickson
and Murphy offer a comprehensive, affordable, and contemporary introduction to anthropological theory. The third edition has
been updated and fully revised throughout to closely parallel the presentation in the companion reader, making it easier to use
both books in tandem. New original essays by contemporary theorists bring theories to life, and portraits of important theorists
make it a handsome volume. Sources and suggested readings have been updated, and glossary definitions have been updated,
streamlined, and standardized.

This overview of modern visual culture explores the relationship between technology, society and identity which
underpins contemporary media culture'. While tracing historical shifts as they have developed through, or intersected
with, different camera technologies, the book is not so much about the camera's field of vision: it is concerned with
processes of modernization and the dramatic changes - perceptual, experiential, epistemological - which characterize
modernity. Using the camera and its technologies as symbols of realism', Scott McQuire interweaves: the history of visual
culture from Lumiere to virtual reality by way of photography, cinema and television; the broad social and political
transformations of the last 150 years; the ambivalent relationship between image' and reality'; and the changing
relationships of time and space, particularly related to colonialism, globalization, the modern city and cyberspace
available in every home.
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The acclaimed first volume in feminist icon bell hooks' "Love Song to the Nation,” All About Love is a revelation about
what causes a polarized society and how to heal the divisions that cause suffering. Here is the truth about love, and
inspiration to help us instill caring, compassion, and strength in our homes, schools, and workplaces. “The word ‘love’ is
most often defined as a noun, yet we would all love better if we used it as a verb,” writes bell hooks as she comes out
fighting and on fire in All About Love. Here, at her most provocative and intensely personal, renowned scholar, cultural
critic and feminist bell hooks offers a proactive new ethic for a society bereft with lovelessness--not the lack of romance,
but the lack of care, compassion, and unity. People are divided, she declares, by society’s failure to provide a model for
learning to love. As bell hooks uses her incisive mind to explore the question “What is love?” her answers strike at both
the mind and heart. Razing the cultural paradigm that the ideal love is infused with sex and desire, she provides a new
path to love that is sacred, redemptive, and healing for individuals and for a nation. The Utne Reader declared bell hooks
one of the “100 Visionaries Who Can Change Your Life.” All About Love is a powerful, timely affirmation of just how
profoundly her revelations can change hearts and minds for the better.
The Confucian doctrine of tianxia (all under heaven) outlines a unitary worldview that cherishes global justice and
transcends social, geographic, and political divides. For contemporary scholars, it has held myriad meanings, from the
articulation of a cultural imaginary and political strategy to a moralistic commitment and a cosmological vision. The
contributors to Chinese Visions of World Order examine the evolution of tianxia's meaning and practice in the Han
dynasty and its mutations in modern times. They attend to its varied interpretations, its relation to realpolitik, and its
revival in twenty-first-century China. They also investigate tianxia's birth in antiquity and its role in empire building, invoke
its cultural universalism as a new global imagination for the contemporary world, analyze its resonance and affinity with
cosmopolitanism in East-West cultural relations, discover its persistence in China's socialist internationalism and third
world agenda, and critique its deployment as an official state ideology. In so doing, they demonstrate how China draws
on its past to further its own alternative vision of the current international system. Contributors. Daniel A. Bell, Chishen
Chang, Kuan-Hsing Chen, Prasenjit Duara, Hsieh Mei-yu, Haiyan Lee, Mark Edward Lewis, Lin Chun, Viren Murthy, Lisa
Rofel, Ban Wang, Wang Hui, Yiqun Zhou
Death is a subject of increasing interest in virtually all academic disciplines, yet there is surprisingly little theoretical work
on the representation of death in literary contexts. Death and Representation offers a unique collection of international
and interdisciplinary essays, rich in cultural perspectives but sharing a relatively common vocabulary. It provides models
for a number of interrelated approaches—including psychoanalytic, feminist, and historical—with essays by prominent and
promising scholars. Contributors are Ernst van Alphen, Mieke Bal, Regina Barreca, Elisabeth Bronfen, Carol Christ,
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Sander Gilman, Sarah Webster Goodwin, Margaret Higonnet, Regina Janes, Ellie Ragland-Sullivan, Rajeswari Sunder
Rajan, Ronald Schleifer, Charles Segal, and Garrett Stewart.
In Europe and North and South America during the early modern period, people believed that their dreams might be,
variously, messages from God, the machinations of demons, visits from the dead, or visions of the future. Interpreting
their dreams in much the same ways as their ancient and medieval forebears had done—and often using the dreamguides their predecessors had written—dreamers rejoiced in heralds of good fortune and consulted physicians, clerics, or
practitioners of magic when their visions waxed ominous. Dreams, Dreamers, and Visions traces the role of dreams and
related visionary experiences in the cultures within the Atlantic world from the late thirteenth to early seventeenth
centuries, examining an era of cultural encounters and transitions through this unique lens. In the wake of Reformationera battles over religious authority and colonial expansion into Asia, Africa, and the Americas, questions about truth and
knowledge became particularly urgent and debate over the meaning and reliability of dreams became all the more
relevant. Exploring both indigenous and European methods of understanding dream phenomena, this volume argues that
visions were central to struggles over spiritual and political authority. Featuring eleven original essays, Dreams,
Dreamers, and Visions explores the ways in which reports and interpretations of dreams played a significant role in
reflecting cultural shifts and structuring historic change. Contributors: Emma Anderson, Mary Baine Campbell, Luis
Corteguera, Matthew Dennis, Carla Gerona, María V Jordán, Luís Filipe Silvério Lima, Phyllis Mack, Ann Marie Plane,
Andrew Redden, Janine Rivière, Leslie Tuttle, Anthony F. C. Wallace.
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